
  Day           Route Lodging    Meals

YUCATAN ROUTE
Tekax - Maní - Uxmal - Homún - Baca - Sisal

8  days
7 nights

1 Tekax               ---  

2 Tekax B/L

3 Merida            B/L

4

International arrival :   
transfer apto MID to hotel in Tekax 

Tekax: Visit to Chacmultún
archaeological site and Sartenejas 
Caves  

Maní & Uxmal: Visit of Maní and Uxmal 
archaeological site 

Homún: Cenote hopping Merida            B/L

5 Merida              B

6 Sisal              B

7 Sisal               B

8

Baca: Horseback ride “Green Gold” 

Sisal: Shipwrek snorkel

Sisal: Flamingo Sanctuary 

Merida : international departure -- B



yucatan ROUTE
DETAILED ITINERARY
OPERATION FROM APRIL TO SEPTEMBER

Day 1: International arrival - Merida

Welcome to Yucatan.

Upon arrival you will be met by a member of the MX3 Travel team for your transfer to your hotel in Tekax 
(1hr 40min).
You will have the afternoon free to rest.

Lodging in selected hotel in Tekax.
Meals included: None.

Day 2: Tekax

At the appointed time your guide will be waiting for you in the hotel lobby to start your adventure.

Visit the archaeological site of Chacmultun and Grutas las Sartenejas (Full Day Experience)
You will visit the beautiful archaeological site of Chacmultún, a Yucatecan Mayan word that means & Red Stone
Mounds, in allusion to the pinkish tone of the quarry used in the facades of the buildings. The site is located in
the Puuc Region, whose architecture is characterized by the excellent work in the ashlars that form the facades,
the play of chiaroscuro of the same and the use of stone mosaic for decoration.

At the end of the tour of the site, you will go to the Grutas las Sartenejas where you will enjoy 4 incredible
caves, you will immerse yourself in the depths of the Yucatecan lands. You will explore the different formations
of this spectacular place: Trenches, Bats, Platanal and (rappel), as well as Interpretive Trails, Flora and
Fauna. After this subway adventure, enjoy a traditional Yucatecan meal.

Lodging at selected hotel in Tekax.
Meals included: Breakfast and lunch.

Day 3: Maní - Uxmal

At the agreed time, your guide will be waiting for you at the hotel lobby to continue your tour.

TOUR TO THE VILLAGE OF MANÍ & THE UXMAL ARCHOLOGICAL SITE (Full day experience)

We will start the day by heading to the town of Maní, a magical land that traces the beginnings of its name to
the Mayan language & Place where everything happened, When the Spaniards arrived in Yucatan, they found
that in the northern lowlands of the peninsula there were at least 18 and cuchcabal; or political centers. In 1547,
seven Franciscan friars, among them Fray Diego de Landa, went southeast of Mérida to evangelize Maní, where
they founded the third Franciscan headquarters. With the help of the indigenous people, they began the
construction of a convent, with an open chapel and a school for Indians, which became one
of the most important convent complexes on the peninsula. We will make a stop at the restaurant and Prince of
Tutul Xiu for lunch, one of the most renowned restaurants of traditional Yucatecan food.
We will continue our day in the impressive Mayan city of Uxmal. It is undoubtedly the most representative
settlement of the architecture of the Puuc Region. Here the facades are decorated with masks of Chac, the Rain
God, fretwork, hieroglyphic panels, and high crests. Its amazing palaces will take your breath away as we tour
the site in the company of a specialized guide who will take us back in time.
Finally, transfer to the city of Merida.

Lodging at selected hotel in Merida.
Meals included: Breakfast and lunch.



Day 4: Homún
At the appointed time, your guide will be waiting for you in the hotel lobby to explore the cenotes of Yucatan.

CENOTES ROUTE (Full Day Experience)
We will take a tour of the different types of cenotes found in the Yucatan Peninsula, closed, semi-open and
open cenotes. We will be amazed by the tonalities of their waters and the mineral formations that inhabit
them.
A family from the community will invite us to their home to delight us with a delicious lunch of traditional
Yucatecan food and fresh water.

OPTIONAL RECOMMENDED:

SCUBA DISCOVERY DIVE (NOT INCLUDED).
Enjoy a day of adventure and dive to discover the amazing treasures inside the cenotes of Yucatan.
Learn in one day the basic diving techniques to dive in two of these wonderful flooded caves with one
of our best instructors.
Lodging at selected hotel in Merida.

Day 5: Baca
At the agreed time, your guide will be waiting for you at the hotel lobby to discover the “Oro Verde”

HACIENDA VISIT - “ORO VERDE” HORSE RIDING (Half day experience)
Enjoy a horseback ride through the natural trails, where we will be able to appreciate henequen plantations
and visit a hacienda to learn a little about the old constructions. We will learn about the importance of
henequen in Yucatan and why it is known as the “Green Gold” as well as understand the important role of the
haciendas and how the trade of this natural fiber began.

Lodging at selected hotel in Merida.

Day 6: Sisal

Sisal Shipwreck (Half day experience)
We will go to the port of Sisal, where we will board a boat to make a 2 km tour, heading to the shipwreck of the
English ship of 1800, on the tour we will talk about the history of the ship, upon arrival at the site we will take a
snorkel tour to identify the parts of the ship and different species of fish.

Lodging at selected hotel in Merida.
Meals included: Breakfast.

Day 7: Sisal

The Flamingo Sanctuary (Half day experience)
We will begin our adventure with a mototaxi (motorcycle with tricycle) ride into the Yucatan jungle. Afterwards
we will board a chalana (swamp boat) to the reserve, where we will be able to observe the Caribbean flamingo
(Phoenicopterus ruber) and many more species of birds.

NOTE: During the months of August and September the amount of flamingos goes down.

Lodging at selected hotel in Sisal.
Meals included: Breakfast.

Day 8: Merida – International departure
At the scheduled time, a member of the MX3 Travel team will pick you up at your hotel lobby for your transfer
to the airport.

Meals included: Breakfast.

End of Services

SCUBA DISCOVERY DIVE (NOT INCLUDED).
Enjoy a day of adventure and dive to discover the amazing treasures inside the cenotes of Yucatan.
Learn in one day the basic diving techniques to dive in two of these wonderful flooded caves with one
of our best instructors.



service UP GRADE  
Scuba diving 
Discovery

SUPLEMENT PeR PERSON
$200.00 USD

DOBLE

$1,429

$1,466

$2,990

CATEGORY

Economy

Tourist

Luxury

FOUR

$1,067

$ 1,104

$ 2,299

  SIX

$946

$983

$2,069

CIty

Tekax

Merida

Sisal

ECONomy

Tecnohotel Express 

María José
Hotel del Peregrino

Hotel El Faro Sisal 
Hotel Coco´s Beach

luxury

*In this destination the
best option is the

Tecnohotel

Casa Lecanda
Casa Puuc

Wayam Mundo Imperial

Club de Patos

ToURIST

*In this destination the 
best option is the 
Tecnohotel

Gamma El Castellano 
El Español de Montejo 
Whyndham

Hotel Sisal Mágico

PRICES PER PERSON
Services in private

*Prices are in USD.

https://hotelandplace.com/es/hotel/tecnohotel-express-tekax
http://mariajosehotels.com/
http://hoteldelperegrino.com/
https://www.gammahoteles.com/es/web/gamma-merida-el-castellano
https://www.elespanoldemontejo.com.mx/
https://www.wyndhamhotels.com/es-xl/wyndham/merida-mexico/wyndham-merida/overview
https://www.casalecanda.com/
https://www.mundoimperial.com/es/wayam
http://casapuuc.com/
https://www.facebook.com/hotelelfarosisal/
https://www.facebook.com/cocos.beachSisal/
https://www.facebook.com/HOTELSISALMAGICO/
https://www.clubdepatos.mx/


INCLUDES
- Welcome kit and detailed itinerary upon arrival.

- Private transfers and guided tours
- 2 nights lodging in Tekax,
3 nights lodging in Merida,

2 nights lodging in Sisal.
- Daily breakfasts at the hotels

- Visit of the archaeological site Chacmultún
and caves Las Sartenejas, with entrance fees.

- Traditional Yucatecan lunch with fresh water.
- Visit the village of Maní and the

archaeological site of Uxmal with entrance fees.
- Traditional Yucatecan lunch, without drinks.

- Visit of three cenotes with entrance fees.
- Invitation of the community to eat a
delicious traditional Yucatecan lunch

at their home with fresh water.
- Horseback ride “Oro Verde”

- Sisal Shipwreck Experience (boat, mask, and snorkel).
- Flamingo Sanctuary Experience

(mototaxi and chalana = swamp boat).

NOT INCLUDED
-International and domestic airfare.

- Airport taxes.
- Drinks at meals and tips.

- Tips for driver and guides.
- Others not specified in the itinerary.




